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The Twelve Steps of 
Processed Food Anonymous  

1. We admitted we were powerless over processed 
food — that our lives had become unmanageable.  

2. Came to believe that a Power greater than 
ourselves could restore us to sanity.  

3. Made a decision to turn our will and our lives 
over to the care of God as we understood Him.  

4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory 
of ourselves.  

5. Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another 
human being the exact nature of our wrongs.  

6. Were entirely ready to have God remove all 
these defects of character.  

7. Humbly asked Him to remove our 
shortcomings.  

8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and 
became willing to make amends to them all.  

9. Made direct amends to such people wherever 
possible, except when to do so would injure them 
or others.  

10. Continued to take personal inventory and when 
we were wrong promptly admitted it.  

11. Sought through prayer and meditation to 
improve our conscious contact with God as we 
understood Him, praying only for knowledge of 
His will for us and the power to carry that out.  

12. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result 
of these steps, we tried to carry this message to 
processed food addicts, and to practice these 
principles in all our affairs.  

	

The Twelve Traditions of 
Processed Food Anonymous  
1. Our common welfare should come first; personal 
recovery depends upon P.F.A. unity.  

2. For our group purpose there is but one ultimate 
authority — a loving God as He may express Himself in 
our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted 
servants; they do not govern.  

3. The only requirement for P.F.A. membership is a 
desire to stop ingesting processed foods.  

4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters 
affecting other groups or P.F.A. as a whole.  

5. Each group has but one primary purpose — to carry 
its message to the processed food addict who still 
suffers.  

6. A P.F.A. group ought never endorse, finance, or lend 
the P.F.A. name to any related facility or outside 
enterprise, lest problems of money, property and 
prestige divert us from our primary purpose.  

7. Every P.F.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, 
declining outside contributions.  

8. Processed Food Anonymous should remain forever 
nonprofessional, but our service centers may employ 
special workers.  

9. P.F.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we 
may create service boards or committees directly 
responsible to those they serve.  

10. Processed Food Anonymous has no opinion on 
outside issues; hence the P.F.A. name ought never be 
drawn into public controversy.  

11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction 
rather than promotion; we need always maintain 
personal anonymity at the level of press, radio and films.  

12. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our 
traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before 
personalities.  

	
	

	



	
	
	
	
	

The P.F.A. VOICE 
Committee Welcome  

Greetings everyone to the fourth edition of 

Processed Food Anonymous’ newsletter, P.F.A. 

VOICE. We are filled with excitement and gratitude 

to introduce this newsletter aptly themed, ‘Recovery, 

Unity, Service’. 

Recovery in P.F.A. brought about by the Grace of 

God, has provided us all with opportunities for 

change and growth. Following on from our previous 

three newsletters, this fourth edition continues to 

underpin new beginnings for us all who were 

otherwise lost in the disease of processed food 

addiction. 

P.F.A. VOICE brings another means for all members 

to share with each other their message of recovery 

from the disease of processed food addiction. We 

invite you to continue to contribute your experience, 

strength and hope via stories, articles and poems, or 

by other creative means to express your voice. 

Please submit your writing or art to P.F.A. VOICE at 

pfavoice@pfaws.org. 

It is with the greatest humility that we, the P.F.A. 

VOICE Committee, serve you as our fellowship 

continues to grow. 

 
Love in Service, 

 
P.F.A. VOICE Committee 

 
 

P.F.A. VOICE Statement of Purpose 
P.F.A. VOICE is written, illustrated, edited and read by P.F.A. members and others interested in recovery 
from processed food addiction. We offer our experience, strength and hope communicating through written 
words to the fellowship of P.F.A. and other interested parties. 
 
Articles are not considered statements of P.F.A. policy or endorsement, and neither endorses any particular 
opinion or article. P.F.A. VOICE understands that we treat our disease individually one day at a time. 

 

	

Our primary purpose is to abstain from 

processed foods, and to carry the 

message of recovery to other 

processed food addicts 
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Recovery, Unity, Service 

 
Recovery, unity, and service are all intertwined for me. If one is lacking in my life it affects the others 

and my recovery as a whole.  
Doing service as secretary of Processed Food Anonymous World Service (P.F.A.W.S.), as well as other 

P.F.A. committees and at the P.F.A. group level, is an extremely important part of my recovery. It 
helps me to get out of myself and give instead of thinking, “What can I get?” Being of service is, I 

believe, part of my purpose while I am on this earth and what better way to do service then to give back 
what was so freely given to me.  

The unity of P.F.A. as a whole is vital to my personal recovery. As the first tradition states, “Our 
common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon P.F.A. unity.” If P.F.A. falls apart, 

I would have nowhere to go to help treat my processed food addiction. I need the P.F.A. group to 
survive in order to keep my recovery alive and well, and this includes the P.F.A. general service 

structure.   
I am grateful to be able to do service in P.F.A. and hope to continue to grow in this area so that P.F.A. 

can be here for many years to come to those suffering from the disease of processed food addiction.  
Sheri, Baltimore, USA 

 
Secretary P.F.A.W.S. 

 
 
 
 

 

Serve-Unite-Grow 
Service is a critical part of my recovery today where I get to be united with my fellows and it has 
become an integral part of my life. Today, I believe I could not sustain continual abstinence and 
recovery without it. I need to give back what was so freely given to me. Service can take many forms 
and I believe it starts with being honest with myself; having continual abstinence with peace of mind 
while implementing the 12 Steps of Processed Food Anonymous one day at a time. Through doing 
service, I get out of myself and it aids in my continual growth and learning.  
Processed Food Anonymous is in its’ formulative years therefore, it is essential that unity, service and 
recovery are all there insuring our continual growth and survival. Together We Can lend our helping 
hand to those processed food addicts out there unknowingly suffering from the disease of processed 
food addiction. 
 
Karen, Baltimore, USA 
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Opportunities for P.F.A. SERVICE 
	

		

 
Providing service ensures that the P.F.A. groups stay operative and as we help others, we take the focus 
off ourselves. If nobody volunteers their time, P.F.A. groups will disappear. Blessedly, P.F.A. continues 
to grow and as such, there are innumerable opportunities to do service.  
 
In P.F.A., service is anything that helps us to reach a fellow sufferer –– ranging from the Twelfth Step 
itself, a phone call, a meeting, or serving on one or more P.F.A. Committees at Processed Food 
Anonymous World Services (P.F.A.W.S.) and even further to participating in P.F.A.’s General Service 
Conference (P.F.A.G.S.) which meets annually in February for national and international action. 
 
P.F.A.W.S. would like to announce the P.F.A. Web Committee, P.F.A. VOICE Committee, P.F.A. 
Archives Committee and P.F.A. International Convention/Regional Forums Committee are seeking 
members to join us and be part of the service side of P.F.A. 
  
To be eligible for service, the P.F.A. member requires three months of continual abstinence to attend the 
committee meetings and six months continual abstinence to vote at service meetings. The commitment 
term for serving on any of the above committees is one year.  
 
For members interested in nominating for any of these P.F.A. service positions please email the relevant 
committees. 
 
web@PFAWS.org   – P.F.A. Web Committee 
pfavoice@PFAWS.org  – P.F.A. VOICE Committee 
archives@PFAWS.org            – P.F.A. Archives Committee 
conventions@PFAWS.org  – P.F.A. International Convention/Regional         
                        Forums Committee 
 
If P.F.A. members have any further questions prior to nominating, please don’t hesitate to email the 
Chair of P.F.A.W.S. wso@PFAWS.org 
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AND THE FOOD WALKS IN… 
 
I had been a bit worried about a few things; little resentments at 
very small things had bared their teeth and I knew I needed to take 
care of myself. Then I felt depressed as I woke up and it felt heavy 
to get out of bed. I made my way to the supermarket early as I 
needed supplies for breakfast. I saw the packet of boutique apples I 
loved on special, so I grabbed three and walked into the beans aisle 
struggling to balance the three packets, and admitting that I really 
didn’t need three. After adding beans to my arms I went back and 
put one packet of apples back, before exiting through the checkout.  
At the start of the hill towards home, my mind was a little active, 
saying, “You like those apples don’t you, you like them a lot, they 
are extra crunchy and sweet.” I wasn’t salivating but there was a 
tingle somewhere around my mouth. My mind said, “You should 
throw them out, it won’t matter, then came, just have them – you’ve 
been having them every time they’re on special until now. It’s just 
been a month since you had them, but it’ll be fine, just slip them in, 
and if it’s a problem just don’t get them again. Don’t think about it, 
it’s clearly already a problem so just have them and then maybe we 
won’t get them again, turn around and take them back. Stupid idea! 
Keep going.”  
On the way down the other side of the big hill towards home, I 
knew the apples were going in the bin before I even entered the 
house. The ‘what a waste, the possums could have them’ thoughts 
were gone too now. I had more acceptance that if the door is ajar, 
the food just walks right on in. It doesn’t knock, it just walks right 
on in. If I’d eaten those apples the thoughts that were already 
increasing in speed would have become a faster merry-go-round. I 
would have been dizzy. Perhaps I would have added extra spice to 
my food. Perhaps I would have tried to self-medicate with men, 
drama, or shopping; left untreated further, perhaps, I would have 
had to pick up more food to quiet the tornado of thoughts in my 
mind. 
Instead, I experienced more acceptance that if I am not spiritually 
fit, the door is left ajar, and the food walks right on in. That is the 
beginning of its reign. It starts so innocently but, it doesn’t stay 
innocent for long. 
 
Rob, Brisbane, Australia 
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An Artistic Impression – Recovery, Unity and Service 
 

Rob, Brisbane, Australia 
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	Recovery, Unity, Service… What a great selection of topics to share, living a life one day at a 
time under the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions of Processed Food Anonymous. I’d love to share some words on all 
three, as collectively they have nourished my life very richly to say the least… 
 
Service: “What is service?” may be the first question…Service to my understanding, as guided by members who 
went before me, is getting out of myself and giving back to others both in fellowship and the community at large. 
Therefore, service ranges from attending a meeting, saying hello to someone, opening a door for a fellow member, 
and asking someone how their day was. Additionally, there are formal service positions within P.F.A., such as 
chair of a meeting or committee. My service journey within P.F.A. started three months into my recovery in the 
form of a secretary position for the Thursday 12 Steps and 12 Traditions phone meeting. This was a six-month 
service position and it helped me greatly to commit and attend weekly meetings. As all these topics are linked 
(service, unity, recovery), this service position helped me to feel united with my fellows, feel a part of P.F.A. in 
that I had something to give to others, and hence naturally aided in my early recovery.  
 
I was then blessed (although it didn’t feel like it at the time…may have had a mini resentment J) to be nominated 
and encouraged by another member within the fellowship to take on the inaugural web committee secretary 
position. I enjoyed this position and once again it encouraged me to grow by learning how to speak up and ask if I 
didn’t understand something, as it was my responsibility to document it. This was great for me as I experienced an 
altered attitude in regard to my defect of being unassertive and not wanting to ‘look stupid’ or ‘take up’ people’s 
time. My negative voice had me expect perfection from myself first go (how unrealistic!). This position grew into 
chair of the web committee, which in all honestly I was fearful to take on due to the responsibility I felt. Again this 
fear stemmed from undertones of perfectionism! Thankfully, my people pleasing defect kicked in and I humbly 
accepted the service position. It’s no coincidence God placed me within these positions to learn and grow.  
 
In a nutshell service is two-fold; it greatly assists others and P.F.A. as a whole however, at the same time it 
stimulates personal growth in many areas such as responsibility, self-esteem, assertiveness, patience, and humility. 
Therefore, I cannot highly recommend service within P.F.A. enough, ESPECIALLY as a new member of this 
supportive fellowship. It is a safe place to grow your skills and then take them out in the wide world to be of 
service to the communities we live in.  
 
Unity: For me this means being a part of. Growing up I never really felt a part of.  I strived and longed to feel a 
part of and even though I felt I was for small periods of time; it was never for a sustained period of time. Most 
importantly the changes took place even while I had insecurities and a talkative negative mind trying to convince 
me why I didn’t belong or wasn’t worthy to be a part of school groups, dance groups, work groups, family and so 
on. Positively I still took on service positions within P.F.A.  
 
With time in P.F.A. my feeling of unity continues to increase. I would be lying if I said I never felt envious of 
other members or ‘different’ because of being a younger member or x, y, z. HOWEVER, the important part is I 
know in my head and my heart that every member in P.F.A. is here to support each other and we have each other’s 
backs in the ups, downs, and averages. We come to P.F.A. for one primary purpose: to carry the message of 
recovery to other processed food addicts. I am never alone today. No matter what is happening I can call or 
message a member and I have support, love, understanding and kindness. And for this I feel truly blessed. I have 
never been a part of genuine support unconditionally for others before. This unity and support helped me last year 
make a move interstate knowing my geography may be different, but I am not alone, I have P.F.A. fellowship 
wherever I am. On my weak days, my fellows are my strength and vice versa, on my fellows’ weak days I can be a 
source of strength. 
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Recovery, Unity, Service… Continued 
 
Recovery: Ah where to start! I was blessed to enter P.F.A. at the age of 25 years old with six months 
experience within another 12-step food fellowship and a decade or so full of the pain of ingesting when I 
desperately wanted to stop. I was constantly analysing and calculating in my head about anything and 
everything. . .  I experienced ten years on medication to ‘try’ to assist with my moods and my first surrender 
(rock bottom) of the notion I was unable to manage or control my life or ingesting anymore (really I never 
could, but until this moment of defeat I THOUGHT I could).  
 
From this point to now, a bit over three years later (one day at a time), many aspects of my life have been 
restored to sanity (many I didn’t even realise needed an overhauling). To list a few – the ability to work in a 
balanced manner whilst being open to amazing work opportunities coming my way whilst I am willing to be of 
service. I am no longer a workaholic and my need for perfectionism and praise at work to gain self-identity and 
worth has diminished. The ability to leave a long-term intimate relationship that was co-dependent and 
conditional, AS WELL AS a shift from head to heart to no longer seek these relationships out. I believe I am 
worthy of unconditional love today, added with respect and value for myself too – I don’t have to settle for 
second best or that will do. I am starting to develop and MAINTAIN friendships with people around me whilst 
having genuine interest and care in their lives (rather than what they can ‘give’ me). Lastly, I have grown in 
my respect for family members and the ability to be a part of a family whilst also be true to my own identity 
and self. 
 
However, my biggest gift of recovery is increasing peace of mind. The things that used to swirl in my head no 
longer do, or for a significantly reduced amount of time. I now have God and my fellows whom I turn to when 
that peace of mind is disrupted, as I am very sensitive to a noisy head and do not put up with disturbed peace 
today. In the past a noisy head was my normal, I wouldn’t have even considered anything was wrong!! I pray 
each day for a CASP day, meaning Clean, Abstinence, Sober and with Peace of mind day, and then I thank 
God each day for a CASP day. I pray that you too can have a CASP day.  
 
Jacinta, Brisbane, Australia.  
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Processed Food Anonymous – Recovery, Unity and Service 
RECOVERY  
Wow big topic and a great one! The early recovery process for me was not linear but an up down, in and out 
process of grieving, information, emotions, eating, controlling my eating and weight. Growing up really with 
processed food and so many other things I can’t even articulate.  
My recovery journey began when I was in my late 30’s and I’m now 63, so a long process of healing, growing 
and foot stamping. Many fellowships, many sponsors, many binges and much control of the food. I see all of 
this experience as necessary for me to be where I am today as a recovered processed food addict. They were 
my training and growing years and not a bit wasted. I don’t regret the past or wish it any different. I don’t 
grieve not having marriage and children, where my career may have taken me or who I could have married. I 
accept that my path was ordered by God and my story will be used by God. Today I am very grateful for every 
binge and every bit of misery this disease has wrought in my life. I’ve needed the humbling, the insights and 
the pain to bring me to a place of reliance on the Spirit of the Universe. It really is all about Him who presides 
over us all today. I’ve come to understand that my recovery is not so I can go and lead some fantastic life and 
live like a queen. Of course that’s part of it, but really my life is no longer my own. I gave it to God to do with 
it as He wishes in step three, so every day is taking that vision into my life and living as I am being led. 
Having said that I am no saint. My human rebellious nature can at times turn its back on God just wanting my 
will or other times just insidiously slipping into self-will without awareness. I don’t give this much energy but 
just come back and move on. This is not often, and I need to keep close to my faith, to my fellows and not be 
distracted by other things which can so easily happen. 
UNITY 
The fellowship of P.F.A. is a gift and unity is essential for it to grow and for my recovery to flourish. I love my 
fellows and I’m so glad today that I can say I really have a love for them all. Not one I don’t like or care about. 
Some of course I can relate to more than others but no one would I not love to spend the day with and call a 
friend. What a gift and very different to what once would have been the case. I guess that’s recovery. Getting 
on with my fellows is essential for recovery and not only in P.F.A. but in my life. Unity in my workplace, my 
family, my marriage is essential. I can’t afford disunity; it’s not of God but of the disease. I need to deal with 
the resentments that come up and of course they do. I’m a human who has feelings and a processed food addict 
who can have BIG feelings, but I work my steps and speak the truth for that to be healed. Today, I see the lies 
attached to the character defects and ask for them to be removed. 
SERVICE 
I’m involved in service today as I know it’s an essential part of my recovery – the three-legged stool. This 
balance which is part of my healing; the giving back to others and the fellowship, and not just in service to 
P.F.A. It must carry over to all areas of my life. Hearing God say to me, “Make Vic a coffee,” “Go and watch 
TV with Vic,” when I’d rather read or go visit a friend. Babysitting for my family members, giving a caller at 
work more time than is required because they are lonely and need a listening ear…it’s not always natural or 
easy to do, but it’s God’s will and leaves me feeling better about myself as I’m being of love and service. I 
don’t always like it and don’t need to; the feelings will catch up after the deed! I don’t like being the secretary 
of the P.F.A.VOICE committee particularly as I find it quite stressful, but this is becoming less of a challenge 
with some wonderful help from the chair! I have learnt new skills and walked through fears which is all part of 
growing up.  
In conclusion, I am very grateful today for the journey of recovery, unity and service that allows me to be free 
of the disease today. The grace of God is in my life and as to why I have been chosen to recover, I don’t know. 
Perhaps it is part of the Divine plan. A gift I freely accept today and one I once fought. Goes to show I don’t 
know what is good for me. God’s will be done. Amen  
 
Julia,	Perth,	Australia	
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	Recovery, Unity, Service 
 
Hi everyone, I’m Shona a processed food addict, and as the topic is “Recovery, Unity and Service” for this edition 
I’ve been reflecting on these words and what they mean to me.  To our fellowship they are the triangle of strength, 
that which sustains our existence. We have just celebrated our 5th anniversary as a fellowship where we celebrated 
our being united in recovery as a group of recovering individuals.  For me they describe my current personal 
experience in recovery very well. As an individual member I have had to truly embrace recovery in order 
to experience unity, and then be gifted with the opportunity to do service within our fellowship.  
Embracing 
I entered 12 Step recovery rooms in 1992 (Overeaters Anonymous) and from then until 2014 I attended many 
different 12 Step food programs, relapsing in each then finding another in my search for the answer to a problem I 
didn’t even know existed, processed food addiction. In September 2014 I began treating my disease by working with 
an addictionologist, joining P.F.A. and eliminating processed food. I worked through the 12 Steps and started doing 
service in P.F.A.  I was abstinent just over three years when I started to relapse. I hadn't fully accepted my disease 
and powerlessness over processed food. I had allowed old thinking and behaviors to creep in, volumizing on tiny 
insignificant (I thought) amounts of non-processed food, and not following suggestions regarding people, places, 
and things not conducive to my recovery. While my disease was thriving on my denial and dishonesty I thought I 
was doing OK! Eventually I experienced a violent relapse in 2018.  Thank God beautiful caring fellow members 
kept calling and telling me they loved me no matter what.  
 
After six cruel months I slunk back to P.F.A and professional treatment. I was abstinent and had a measure of 
recovery but still did not immerse myself in P.F.A. or build stronger relationships with my fellows. I wasn’t growing 
spiritually, not much relying on a Higher Power (who I call God), and still doing mostly what I wanted. I took on 
service doing minutes and chairing a committee and my disease grabbed onto that. Pride and arrogance flourished 
because I had some knowledge about recordkeeping and archiving which few members had at that time. I wanted 
our meetings run as in the corporate business world, expecting a bunch of recovering addicts with varying degrees of 
understanding, aptitude, and interest in things that I hold so dear to happily do as I wanted!  The result was 
resentment and frustration all round. This was uncomfortable; the combination of my .001% volumizing, remaining 
in co-dependent relationships, and my starting to act out sexually (a serious gateway to processed food for me), it 
was only a matter of time before I would ingest again.  
 
Thank God I didn’t ingest processed food but by July 2020 I had hit a terrible bottom and realized I needed help. I 
surrendered to the need to treat my disease and relinquished all service, home, state, job, family, and people not 
conducive to my recovery. I moved to Brisbane, Australia for face-to-face specialist treatment, to join a larger group 
of P.F.A.’s who are recovered and treating their disease as seriously as I had never done; and to learn to be alone 
with myself and God.  I could no longer rely on myself. I had to trust God, lean on my fellows, ask for help, and 
eliminate everything holding back my recovery. All very painful, but I slowly started to get well. 
Experiencing 
Arriving in Brisbane I sought professional help for my disease of processed food addiction and was encouraged to 
seek unity within the 12 Step fellowship of Processed Food Anonymous, ask for and support others outside of 
meetings. By doing this, unity has gone deeper down into my heart, as I have been stripped of my usual networks I 
needed other recovered members a lot! Fellow members sharing their experience, strength, and hope (E.S.& H) 
around similar experiences has been helpful. I am physically accountable to my fellows now.  I love and miss my 
Perth P.F.A. buddies, as we met weekly for fellowship and talked regularly by phone however, I rarely sought them 
outside of meetings, or attended A.A. with them to supplement my recovery.  I do this more now in Brisbane, and it 
has been helpful in treating my disease and getting to know my fellows better. 
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Recovery, Unity, Service…Continued 
The Gift 
 
Now by the grace of God, I can lead a meeting or join a service committee in a non-voting capacity.  
It scares me. I would rather stay under my rock and not venture out.  Convalescing and attending only 
ordinary meetings were so much easier - loved it! But that isn’t in the spirit of sharing the load and 
giving up my will is it? And so, I am easing back into service… and old habits die hard. I attended a 
service committee meeting recently and did I listened quietly whilst keeping my mouth shut? Oh 
Nooo. My questions were probably best saved for a group conscience... or not raised at all, but I am 
learning.  Helpful direction afterward from an older wiser member and sincere prayer has given me 
faith to persevere, to stay there and be willing to learn and grow in that committee.  
 
P.F.A. grows and unites as we do. Its existence ensures the message of recovery is passed on to 
processed food addicts, and we are perfect candidates for God to use to this end.  
Why? Because we endured the “living death” of active processed food addiction.  
And we have been given the precious gift of recovery, provided we give back …and pass it on.  
God willing that I have enough humility and gratitude to do just that.  
 
As beautifully put by one of my greatest A.A. heroes 
“I was just grateful to have been there” (Nell Wing, Secretary to Bill W.) 
 
 
Shona, Brisbane, Australia    
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P.F.A.	5th	Birthday	Celebration	

WHEN:	Sunday	11th	July	2021	(Brisbane,	Australia)	

9am	–	12pm	approx.	

Saturday	10th	July	2021	(Baltimore,	USA)																			

					7pm	–	10pm	approx.	

	

Verbiage be Aloha  
(Acceptance, Courage, Wisdom) 

 
HOW:	Join	us	via	Zoom	

Meeting	ID:	980	0922	4379	

	Passcode:	154806		

for	more	information	email:	pfaconventions@pfaws.org	
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PROCESSED	FOOD	ANONYMOUS	
Inaugural	General	Service	Conference	2021	

	
WHEN:		 Sunday	28th	February	2021	(Brisbane,	Australia)	

	8.30am-2.00pm	

Saturday	27th	February	2021	(Baltimore,	USA)																			

	5.30pm-11.00pm		

 

HOW:		 IN	PERSON:	The	National	Institute	of	Peínamania,	

87	Main	Avenue	Balmoral,	QLD,	Australia	4171		

																																		OR	

	 	 ZOOM:	Meeting	ID:	980	0922	4379		Passcode:	154806		

AGENDA:	

o Annual	General	Meeting	2020	Reports		
8.40am	AEST/5.40pm	USA	EST	

o Individual	Committee	Meetings		
10.15am	AEST/7pm	USA	EST	

o Annual	General	Meeting	2021	Reports/Visions	
12.50pm	AEST/9.50pm	USA	EST	
	

For	more	information	email:	wso@pfaws.org	

	
Our primary purpose is to abstain from processed food and to carry 

the message of recovery to other processed food addicts. 
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PROCESSED	FOOD	ADDICTION	

Physical	Allergy	–	Mental	Obsession	

	
WHEN:	Sunday	11th	April	2021	(Brisbane,	Australia)	

Commencing	at	8am-open	ended	

Saturday	10th	April	2021	(Baltimore,	USA)																			

					Commencing	at	6pm-open	ended	

	

Members are invited to share their experience, strength and 
hope on the topic of physical allergy – mental obsession  

 
HOW:	Join	us	via	Zoom	

Meeting	ID:	980	0922	4379	

	Passcode:	154806		

	

For	more	information	email:	pfaconventions@pfaws.org	
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P.F.A. EMAIL CONTACTS 
 
Processed food anonymous is approaching the five year milestone and as such we are excited to 
share our service email addresses below. These email addresses enable communication between 
and with the various committees that serve P.F.A. Many thanks to the web committee for 
assistance in setting up these email addresses and serving members to embrace  the use of these 
emails as we grow together in our use of technology. 
 
info@PFAWS.org   (For general enquires) 
 
pfavoice@PFAWS.org  (Regarding the P.F.A. VOICE Newsletter) 
 
web@PFAWS.org   (Regarding the Web Committee, Literature) 
 
wso@PFAWS.org   (To contact P.F.A. World Service Office) 
 
gsr@PFAWS.org   (To contact P.F.A. General Service Representatives) 
 
archives@PFAWS.org  (To contact P.F.A. Archives Committee) 
 
conventions@PFAWS.org  (To contact P.F.A. International Conventions/Regional Forums 

Committee) 
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The Twelve Concepts of Processed Food Anonymous  

1. The final responsibility and the ultimate authority for P.F.A. world services should always 
reside in the collective conscience of our whole fellowship.  

2. The final responsibility and authority for P.F.A. services rests with the P.F.A. groups. Any 
changes proposed to the Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, or Twelve Concepts, requires approval 
by a majority of global P.F.A. groups, which serve as the active voice and effective conscience of 
P.F.A. as a whole in global affairs.  

3. The P.F.A. groups delegate to the World Service structure the authority necessary to fulfill the 
responsibilities assigned to it.  

4. Effective leadership is well respected and is based on ‘trusted servants’ whom relinquish any 
right of authority. Responsible leadership roles and responsibilities should be carefully thought-
out when selecting trusted servants.  

5. Throughout our World Service structure, a traditional “Right of Appeal” ought to prevail, so 
that minority voices will be heard and individual complaints receive painstaking deliberation, 
without fear of reprisal.  

6. The World Service Structure recognises that the chief initiative and active responsibility in 
most world service matters should be exercised by the trustee members of the World Service 
Conference acting as the General Service Board.  

7. The World Service Conference recognises that corporate documents (i.e., World Service 
Bylaws, Policies and Procedures) are legal instruments, empowering the trustees to manage and 
conduct world service affairs.  

8. P.F.A. funds are to be used to further our primary purpose, and must be managed responsibly.  

9. Good service leadership based on tolerance, responsibility, flexibility and tiered vision, is 
imperative for all future functioning and safety of P.F.A.. The primary world service leadership 
once exercised by the group of members who founded P.F.A. must necessarily be assumed by the 
World Service Board of Trustees.  

10. Every service responsibility should be matched by an equal service authority —the scope of 
such authority to be always well defined whether by tradition, by resolution, by specific job 
description, or by appropriate charters and bylaws.  

11. Our World Service structure depends on the integrity and effectiveness of our 
communications.  

12. General Warranties of the Conference: In all its proceedings, the General Service Conference 
shall observe the spirit of the P.F.A. Tradition, taking great care that the Conference never 
becomes the seat of perilous wealth or power; that sufficient operating funds, plus an ample 
reserve, be its prudent financial principle; that none of the Conference members shall ever be 
placed in a position of unqualified authority over any of the others; that all important decisions be 
reached by discussion, vote, and, wherever possible, by substantial unanimity; that no Conference 
action ever be personally punitive or an incitement to public controversy; that, though the 
Conference may act for the service of Processed Food Anonymous, it shall never perform any 
acts of government; and that, like the Society of Processed Food Anonymous which it serves, the 
Conference itself will always remain democratic in thought and action. 
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Processed Food Anonymous Meeting List  
 

MEETINGS: AUSTRALIA  

	
	
Day Time     

Brisbane, 
AEST 

Type of meeting Details 

Monday 10.00am Phone: 12 Steps 
and 12 
Traditions  

Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Monday 7.30pm Phone: Big Book Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Monday 

 

7.30pm Face to Face: Big 
Book BRISBANE 

Under Bulimba Library,                                    

219 Oxford Street,                                   

Bulimba QLD, 4171 

CONTACT: 0430 000 762 

Monday 

Currently a 
phone 
meeting due 
to COVID-19 

7:30pm 
(5:30pm 
AWST-
PERTH) 

Face to Face: Big 
Book PERTH 

Our Lady Queen of Poland Church                                     
35 Eighth Avenue,                                 

Maylands PERTH, 6051      

CONTACT: 0418 939 821  

Wednesday 9.30am Phone: Big Book Ph. (03) 9028 0260      

Access code: 863749# 

Thursday 8am Phone: 12 Steps 
and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260      

Access code: 863749# 

Saturday 10am Phone: Big Book Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Sunday (every 
fortnight) 

8am Phone: Language 
of the Heart 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 
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Processed Food Anonymous Meeting List 
 

MEETINGS: USA  

 
 

Day Time     
Baltimore, EST 

Type of meeting Details 

Monday 4.30am Phone: Big Book Ph. 712-770-5561    

Access code: 863749# 

Tuesday 

Currently a 
phone due to 
COVID-19 

6:30pm Face to Face: Big 
Book with 
fellowship dinner 
afterwards 

Baltimore Hebrew Congregation  

7401 Park Heights Ave.,                     

Baltimore, MD 21208 

CONTACT: 443-769-7759 

Wednesday 5.00 pm Phone: 12 Steps 
and 12 Traditions 

Ph. 712-770-5561    

Access code: 863749# 

Friday 7pm Phone: Big Book Ph. 712-770-5561    

Access code: 863749# 
Saturday (every 
fortnight) 

5pm Phone: Language of 
the Heart 

Ph. 712-770-5561    

Access code: 863749# 
Sunday 

Currently a 
phone due to 
COVID-19 

7:00pm Face to Face: 12 
Steps and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. 712-770-5561    

Access code: 863749# 
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Declaration	of	Unity	
This	we	owe	to	P.F.A’s	future:	to	place	our	common	welfare	first;	to	keep	our	fellowship	

united.	For	on	P.F.A’s	unity	depend	our	lives,	and	the	lives	of	those	to	come. 

 

	

P.F.A.	Preamble	
Processed	Food	Anonymous	is	a	fellowship	of	men	and	women	who	share	their	experience,	

strength,	and	hope	with	each	other	that	they	may	solve	their	common	problem	and	help	others	
to	recover	from	processed	food	addiction.	

	
The	only	requirement	for	membership	is	a	desire	to	stop	ingesting	processed	foods.		There	are	

no	dues	or	fees	for	P.F.A.	membership;	we	are	self-supporting	through	our	own	
contributions.		P.F.A.	is	not	allied	with	any	sect,	denomination,	politics,	organisation	or	

institution;	does	not	wish	to	engage	in	any	controversy,	neither	endorses	nor	opposes	any	
causes.	

	
Our	primary	purpose	is	to	abstain	from	processed	foods,	and	to	carry	the	message	of	recovery	

to	other	processed	food	addicts.	
	
	

I	am	responsible	
I	am	Responsible.		When	anyone,	anywhere,	reaches	out	for	help,	I	want	the	hand	of	P.F.A.	

always	to	be	there.		And	for	that:		I	am	responsible.	

	

	

		 	

TM	

			 	

	

Serenity	Prayer		
God	grant	me	the	serenity	to	accept	the	things	I	cannot	change,	courage	to	change	the	

things	I	can,	and	wisdom	to	know	the	difference.	
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